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Abstract: Classification rule mining aims to discover a small set of rules in the database that forms an accurate classifier. 

In classification rule mining there is one and only one predetermined target. In this paper, we proposed an algorithm, which 

performs preprocessing and cleaning prior to traditional classification. Experimental results show that the classifier built 

this way is, in general, more accurate than that produced by the state-of-the-art classification system. In addition, this helps 

to solve a number of problems that exist in the current classification systems. This algorithm is especially fit to applications 

where it may assist domain experts in their decisions. We have taken Real estate field, which is a good example, where such 

applications may appear. In our dataset, there is a considerable amount of information associated with the customer (e.g. 
Income, personal, educational, demographic and professional details). We have applied statistical analysis and Association 

rules on real estate actual data and found that if we consider only customer demographic and professional details then 

relationship among various attributes are not that strong and it only predicts the customers who are in higher income group 

are willing to invest. After removing demographic details like caste, status, religion etc. we found that the relationship 

among remaining attributes become much stronger and its shows that customer in middle income group, house owners are 

also willing to invest. Further not only a person’s professional details helps to identify a potential customer, in Indian 

context, his other responsibilities, expenditure heads also plays a crucial role .It is further proven that by taking into account 

the bank transaction details and  buying interest of a customer, there is a drastic improvement in the results i.e. not only 

those customers, who are in high income group and potentially strong enough to invest but because of their other social 

responsibilities they are not able to do so and at the same time those who are following in middle  or lower income group or 

having rented house  with other investment are also likely to invest.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Data mining is a process, which involves the application of specific algorithms for extracting patterns (test models) from 

data. New knowledge may be obtained in the process while eliminating one of the largest costs, viz., data collection [2]. Real 

Estate data, for example, often exists in vast quantities in an unstructured format. Our proposed classification algorithm 
which applies statistical analysis and association rules prior to traditional classification is proved better than the traditional 

ones because it cleans the data and removes the noise. Experimental results show that the classifier built this way is, in 

general, more accurate than that produced by the state-of-the-art classification system. The traditional classifiers are faster 

but in many cases accuracy is not so high. Moreover many of the rules found by proposed classification algorithm cannot be 

discovered by traditional classification algorithm. In earlier paper [9], we have already proved that in case of statistical 

analysis regression is used to determine the relationship among various attributes. We have tested various regression 

algorithms such as linear Regression, Least Median Square Isotonic and Pace Regression. Pace regression outperforms  

among various regression techniques because in this method it generates a pattern which assigns weights prior to processing 

and it is suitable with respect to Indian context because in India, caste, religion, social status plays a prominent roles In 

general context, multilayer perceptron is best among various machine learning algorithms because it applies weights on 

different hidden layer on the basis of different input weitage during processing which is suitable for other countries where 

the status, caste, religion does not have any role in purchasing behavior of a customer [11].  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The concept of Classifiers is being discussed in section II. In section 

III, Statistical Analysis and Association Rules are discussed, the proposed algorithm has been introduced in Section IV, 

Section V discusses about Empirical Evaluation and Section VI concludes the paper.  

II. CLASSIFICATION 
In data mining, classification is one of the most important tasks. It maps the data in to predefined targets. It is a supervised 

learning as targets are predefined. The aim of the classification is to build a classifier based on some cases with some 

attributes to describe the objects or one attribute to describe the group of the objects. Then, the classifier is used to predict 

the group attributes of new cases from the domain based on the values of other attributes. It is a two step process, in the first 

step; a classifier is built describing a predetermined set of data classes or concept. This is the learning step, (or training 
phase), where a classification algorithm builds the classifier by learning from a training set made up of database tuples and 

their associated class labels.  In the second step, the test model is used for classification [3, 4]. 
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Preparing the data for classification 

The following preprocessing steps may be applied to the data to help improve the accuracy, efficiency, and scalability of the 

classification process [3]. 

 
Data Cleaning: This refers to reduce noise or handling missing values. This step help reduce confusion during learning. 

 

Relevance Analysis: This refers to remove irrelevant or redundant attributes. Correlation analysis can be used to identify 

whether two given attributes are statistically related. For Example a strong correlation between attribute A1 and A2 would 

suggest that one of the two could be reduced for further analysis. 

 

Data Transformation and Reduction: It refers to generalizing the data to higher–level concepts or normalizing the data. 

Normalization involves scaling all values for a given attribute so that they fall within a small specified range, such as -1.0 to 

1.0. 

 

The data mining consists of various classification methods. Different methods serve different purposes, each method offering 

its own advantages and disadvantages. In this paper, we are discussing Decision Table and RepTree.  
 

Decision Table 

Decision Table algorithm classifier summarizes the dataset with a ‗decision table‘ which contains the same number 

of attributes as the original dataset. Then, a new data item is assigned a category by finding the line in the decision table that 

matches the non-class values of the data item [6, 7]. Decision Table employs the wrapper method to find a good subset of 

attributes for inclusion in the table. By eliminating attributes that contribute little or nothing to a test model of the dataset, the 

algorithm reduces the likelihood of over-fitting and creates a smaller and condensed decision table. We choose to explore 

decision tables because it is a simpler, less compute intensive algorithm. In this paper, we have used the Weka tools [8, 13, 

14, 15], which determine which attribute or combination of attributes needs to be included for predicting the class best. The 

attribute space is searched greedily either top to bottom or bottom to top. A top-to-bottom search adds attributes at each 

stage; this is called forward selection. A bottom-to-top search starts with a full set of attributes and deletes attributes one at a 
time; this is backward elimination.  

 

RepTree 

Fast decision tree learner. Builds a decision/regression tree using information gain/variance and prunes it using 

reduced-error pruning (with back fitting).  Only sorts values for numeric attributes once. Missing values are dealt with by 

splitting the corresponding instances into pieces (i.e. as in C4.5).  

Classification rule mining and association rule mining are two important data mining techniques. They are similar 

except that classification involves prediction of one attribute, i.e., the class, while association rule discovery can predict any 

attribute in the data set [16, 17]. Classification rule mining aims to discover a small set of rules in the database to form an 

accurate classifier [18, 19]. Classification rule mining is indispensable to practical applications. Thus, great savings and 

conveniences to the user could result if the two mining techniques can somehow be integrated. [1] 

 

III. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND ASSOCIATION RULES 
Statistical analysis involves use of observational data together with domain knowledge to develop a model to study and 

understand the trend of the data for prediction and decision. The data analysis is used to refine the model or possibly to select 

a different model, to determine appropriate values for terms in the model, and to use the model to make inferences 

concerning the process. Many alternative views of the data can be examined. Many different models can be explored. 

Massive amount of simulated data can be used to study the model/data possibilities. Regression analysis is a statistical tool 

for the investigation of relationships between variables. Usually, the investigator seeks to ascertain the causal effect of one 

variable upon another—the effect of a price increase upon demand, for example, or the effect of changes in the money 

supply upon the inflation rate. To explore such issues, the investigator assembles data on the underlying variables of interest 
and employs regression to estimate the quantitative effect of the causal variables upon the variable that they influence. The 

investigator also typically assesses the ―statistical significance‖ of the estimated relationships, that is, the degree of 

confidence that the true relationship is close to the estimated relationship. Regression analysis with a single explanatory 

variable is termed as Simple Regression and with multiple explanatory is termed as Multiple Regression.  At the outset of 

any regression study, one formulates some hypothesis about the relationship between the variables of interest. Multiple 

regression allows additional factors to enter the analysis separately so that the effect of each can be estimated. It is valuable 

for quantifying the impact of various simultaneous influences upon a single dependent variable. Further, because of omitted 

variables bias with simple regression, multiple regression is often essential even when the investigator is only interested in 

the effects of one of the independent variables. [12] 

In general, the association rule is an expression of the form X=>Y, where X is antecedent and Y is consequent. 

Association rule shows how many times Y has occurred if X has already occurred depending on the support and confidence 
value.  
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Support: It is the probability of item or item sets in the given transactional data base: 

Support(X) = n(X)/n where n is the total number of transactions in the database and n(X) is the number of transactions that 

contains the item set X. 

 
Confidence: It is conditional probability, for an association rule X=>Y and defined as Confidence(X=>Y) = support(X and 

Y)/support(X). All the traditional association rule mining algorithms were developed to find positive associations between 

items. Positive associations refer to associations between items existing in transactions. In addition to the positive 

associations, negative associations can provide valuable information. In practical there are many situations where negation of 

products plays a major role. For example, if I work full time in IITM then I do not work full time in any other institution. If I 

am a female then I am not a male. 

Negative association rule is an implication of the form X=>¬Y where X and Y are item sets and X∩Y=Ø. 

Mining association rules can be broken down into the following two sub-problems: 

1. Generating all item sets that have support greater than, or equal to, the user specified minimal support. 

That is, generating all large item sets. 

2. Generating all the rules that have minimum confidence. 

We can generate the association rule with more than one number of consequent items is generated by the following method: 
I. Find the rule in which number of consequents =1. 

II. For the given rules p (x→ y) and p (x→ z), the rule p (x→ yz) is generated by the intersection of both the 

association rules and get a new rule p(x → yz) =p (xyz)/p(x). 

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

In this algorithm, we have tried to remove noise by applying statistical and data mining methods on actual data and cleaned 

the data after that the classification is done on different methods and best method is identified .The steps are as follows: [5] 

 1. Preprocessing the data based on statistical measures. 

i. Identify relevant attributes by applying statistical techniques on actual data with Bank Transactions of customer and 

in general customer purchase Interest data. 
ii. Applying Association rules to identify rules on actual data with Bank Transactions of customer and in general 

customer purchase Interest data.  

2. Cleaning the data 

i. Removing irrelevant data from the actual data set. 

ii. Applying rules to remove noise from attributes. 

3. Application of Classification algorithm 

Classification methods are applied on cleaned dataset. In our case, we have chosen the following two methods: 

i. Decision Table 

ii. Rep Tree 

4. Application of Classification algorithm on three different test modes. 

i. Complete dataset as a training set 
ii. Cross validation with 10 fold 

iii. Splitting 75% as Training data set, 25%  as Test data set 

5. Determining the best combination.  

 

This algorithm makes the following contributions: 

 It proposes a new way to build accurate classifiers. 

Our Experimental results show that classifiers built this way are, in general, more accurate than those produced by the state-

of-the-art classification system. (Table 1, Table 2, Graph 1 & Graph 2) 

 It helps to solve the following important problems with the existing classification systems 

 Most of the traditional data mining techniques failed because of the sheer size of the data. In our algorithm this 

problem is solved. In case of complete data set, the number of tuples got reduced from 5821 to 3421 attributes from 43 to 41 
after preprocessing & cleaning. Where as in case of selected data set tuples are reduced from 5821 to 1440 and attributes 

from 26 to 24. (Table 1 ,Table 2, Graph 1 & Graph 2)  

 Most of the algorithms assume the data to be noise-free. As a result, the most time-consuming part of solving 

problems becomes data preprocessing. Data formatting and experiment/result management are frequently just as time-

consuming and frustrating. The concept of noisy data can be understood by the example of mining logs. A real life scenario 

can be if one wants to mine information from web logs. A user may have gone to a web site by mistake - incorrect URL or 

incorrect button press. In such a case, this information is useless if we are trying to deduce a sequence in which the user 

accessed the web pages. The logs may contain many such data items. These data items constitute data noise. A database may 

constitute upto 30-40% such Noisy data and pre-processing this data may take up more time than the actual algorithm 

execution time. This problem is handled at the time of preprocessing. 
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V. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION 
We have taken Real Estate data set containing 5821 tuples and 43 attributes. Firstly, we have applied statistical analysis to 
identify the attributes that are strongly correlated with each other, followed by applicability of Association rules to identify 

rules on actual data with customer Bank transactions and customer purchase Interest data. Those attributes were removed 

which doesn‘t have any relationship. In next step we applied classification algorithm on three test modes in two different 

environments. In first case, we have taken all the attributes (complete) and compared the patters, results of both the methods. 

In second case, the same tests are performed, after discarding demographic details of customers (selected) and then 

compared the various results. It is found that if we are not considering demographic details of customers, we are getting very 

accurate results as well as the error rate is decreased. After considering the Bank Transaction details and Customer Purchase 

Interest, there is a drastic improvement in the results. The following paragraphs discuss the outcomes of various tests. 

 

Comparative Analysis 

Table 1 shows the results of Decision table on Actual Real Estate complete dataset and selected data sets (after removing 
demographic details). Each of the tests is done on three test modes. The results are generated using WEKA 3-6-2, open 

source software for regression analysis and data mining.  

 

The following are the findings, as per Table 1: 

 As per traditional classification, in case of complete dataset, Training test mode takes minimum time, maximum 

correlation, minimum error rate. In general, if we consider complete data set then training test mode is the best method. 

It also depicts that the customers who are in the higher income group are willing to invest. 

 As per our algorithm, in case of complete dataset, minimum time is taken by splitting test mode(75% training set and 

25% test set)and maximum correlation, minimum error rates are generated by training test mode. In this case, customer 

in higher as well as higher middle income groups are willing to invest. 

 As per traditional classification, in case of selected dataset (after removing demographic details), training test mode 
takes minimum time, maximum correlation, minimum error rates. Here it predicts that the customers who are in higher, 

middle income group, House owner are willing to invest. 

 As per our algorithm, in case of selected dataset(after removing demographic details), minimum time is taken by Cross 

validation and splitting test mode, maximum correlation, minimum error rates are generated by training test mode. In 

this case, the customers from higher, middle as well as lower income group with other saving, rented house are willing 

to invest. 

From the above results it is proved that there is a drastic improvement in results after preprocessing and cleaning, the factors 

which are very crucial in case of Indian context are having impact on the results. It also proves that training set gives the best 

results. Merit of best set is also improved after preprocessing and cleaning. 

Table 2 shows the results of Reptree on Actual Real Estate dataset and selected data sets (after removing demographic 

details). Each of the tests is done on three test modes.  

The following are the findings, as per Table 2: 

 As per traditional classification , in case of complete dataset, minimum time is taken by splitting test mode(75% training 

set and 25% test set), maximum correlation, minimum error rate is taken by Training test mode i.e. in general, if we go 

for complete data set then training test mode is the best test mode. 

 As per our algorithm, in case of complete dataset, minimum time is taken by splitting test mode(75% training set and 

25% test set)and maximum correlation, minimum error rates are generated by training test mode. 

 As per traditional classification , in case of selected dataset , all the test modes takes same time maximum correlation, 

minimum error rates are generated by training test mode. 

 As per our algorithm, in case of selected dataset (after removing demographic details), minimum time is taken by Cross 

validation test mode, maximum correlation, minimum error rates are generated by training test mode. 

After analyzing results of both classification methods, it is very much clear that after preprocessing and cleaning the results 

are more efficient and accurate. It is also proved that training test mode is best among other modes because it treats each 
tuple equally. Decision table method is better than Reptree because it is a simple, less compute intensive algorithm that 

involves the manipulation of counts associated with each of the table‘s entries. The attribute space is searched by a best-first 

search because this strategy is less likely to get stuck in a local maximum. The attribute selection is evaluated using a leave-

one-out cross validation.  

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper discusses about the traditional classification algorithm, its limitations and suggests an efficient algorithm which 

does preprocessing using statistical techniques and association rules to remove the noise and clean the data. The 

effectiveness of this algorithm is that it not only considers the customer real estate data but also considers the customer‘s 
bank transactions as well as purchasing interest and gives more accurate results. The classification is done using Decision 

Table and RepTree. After analyzing results from both the classification methods, it is very much clear that our algorithm 

outperforms traditional classification algorithm. The results are more efficient, accurate and the error rates are reduced 

drastically. It is also proved that training test mode is best among other modes because it treats each tuple equally. Decision 
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table method is better than Reptree because it is a simple, less compute intensive algorithm that involves the manipulation of 

counts associated with each of the table‘s entries. The attribute space is searched by a best-first search because this strategy 

is less likely to get stuck in a local maximum. The attribute selection is evaluated using a leave-one-out cross validation. It is 

proved that not only higher income group are willing to invest but also who in middle and higher middle group with other 
saving/investment with rented house or house owner are also willing to invest if, the bank transaction  details and customer 

purchase interest are taken into account. 
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Graph 1. Decision Table Results 

 

 
Graph 2. Rep Tree   Results 

 

 

 
*CC: Coefficient of Correlation, MAE: Mean Absolute Error, RMSE: Root Mean Squared Error, RAE: Relative Absolute Error (%), RRSE: Root Relative Squared Error (%) 
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